Will Dichtel’s (CHEMISTRY) water purification method continued to attract media attention, with 22 outlets running the story. Four A&S faculty placed op-eds: Adam Levine (GOVERNMENT) on climate change rhetoric, in the *Huffington Post*; David Pizarro (PYSCHOLOGY) on Donald Trump and the politics of disgust in the *New Republic*; Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT) on China admitting its statistics are unreliable in the *Washington Post*; and Jonathan Kirshner (GOVERNMENT) on Donald Trump and demagoguery in the *New York Daily News*.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**
- 85 external media stories tracked
- 12 *Tweets*
- 4 *Facebook* posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

*A Model Marriage*
*The American Scholar*, 1/7/16
Mary Beth Norton (HISTORY)

*Trigger Warning Added To Indigenous Affairs Page On MMIW Inquiry*
*Huffington Post*, 1/6/16 and 2 other media outlets
Kate Manne (PHILOSOPHY)

*Of heroes, nations and identities*
*The Hindu*, 1/1/16 and 3 other media outlets
Iftikhar Dadi (HISTORY OF ART)

*En Garde – Cornell Fencer Angelica Gangemi ’16*
*Cornell Athletics*, January 2016
Angelica Gangemi ’16 (ROMANCE STUDIES)

**Sciences and Math**

*Scientists have developed a super-fast water purification method that’s inspired by Febreze*
Yahoo!News, 12/30/15 and 21 other media outlets
Will Dichtel (CHEMISTRY)

The supercollider that wasn’t
Science, 1/8/16
Maury Tigner (PHYSICS)

Recipe for new materials includes a good dash of statistical physics
Physics World, 1/7/16
Marc Miskin (PHYSICS)

Spirit rover touchdown 12 years ago started spectacular Martian science adventure
Universe Today, 1/6/16 and 1 other media outlet
Steve Squyres (ASTRONOMY)

This physicist has a groundbreaking idea about why life exists
Business Insider, 1/6/16
Carl Franck (PHYSICS)

Hint of new boson at LHC sparks flood of papers
Nature, 12/24/15
Paul Ginsparg (PHYSICS)

Levin wins National Medal of Science for unraveling ecological complexity*
College of Arts & Sciences Website, 1/6/16
Amy McCune, Simon Levin (EEB)

Social Sciences

Why Climate Change Rhetoric Simultaneously Succeeds and Fails
Huffington Post, 1/4/15 and 1 other media outlet
Adam Levine (GOVERNMENT)

A Regime Of Illiterates, By Illiterates, For Illiterates, And The Rest Of US (1)
Naij247 News, 1/3/16 and 1 other media outlet
Olúfẹ́mi Táíwò (AFRICANA)

A Regime of Illiterates, by Illiterates, for Illiterates, and the Rest of us (2)
Uncova, 1/3/16 and 1 other media outlet
Olúfẹ́mi Táíwò (AFRICANA)

How the Illuminati Stole the Mind, Soul, and Body of Hip-Hop
The Daily Beast, 1/2/15
Travis Gosa (AFRICANA)

Donald Trump and the Politics of Disgust
New Republic, 12/31/15
David Pizarro (PYSCHOLOGY)
Here’s why it matters that China is admitting that its statistics are ‘unreliable’
*Washington Post*, 12/28/15
Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT)

Jonathan Kirshner: Does America have a glass jaw?
*Daily News*, 12/28/15
Jonathan Kirshner (GOVERNMENT)

Filmmakers just know how to help you read on-screen emotions
*Science Codex*, 1/7/16 and 2 other media outlets
James Cutting (PSYCHOLOGY)

36-hour student takeover in 1969 symbolized an era of change
*Ithaca Voice*, 1/4/16
James Turner, Robert Harris, Jr. (AFRICANA)

In search of truth and justice: a tribute to Benedict Anderson
*New Mandala*, 12/28/15, *The Guardian*, and 2 other media outlets
Benedict Anderson (GOVERNMENT)

Pew Research Survey Shows Income Often Determines What Families Worry About
*Atlanta Black Star*, 12/25/15
Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

Florida ranks high in care of student veterans
*News Herald*, 12/19/15 and 1 other media outlet
Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

"I began to see what was between the world and me." *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 1/4/16
Jeremiah Grant ’17 (AFRICANA)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

Getting into Cambodia’s heads
*The Phnom Penh Post*, 1/2/16 and 1 other media outlet
Robert Lieberman (PHYSICS)

Using linguistic skills in a challenging new post *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 1/4/16
Nate Floro ’15 (LINGUISTICS, NEAR EASTERN STUDIES)
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